Farm Forensics
A Livestock Mystery

February 11–12
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Open to 4-H members in 7th, 8th, & 9th grade.
COST: $145

REGISTER NOW
go.illinois.edu/4Hlivestock
Registration closes Jan. 23, 2017

University of Illinois Extension provides equal opportunities in programs and employment.
SCOPING OUT THE SUSPECT
Help us scope out the suspect as we zoom in on DNA and the bizarre world of bacteria. In this session we will be working through the case as we extract, zoom and solve together!

DECEITFUL DISSECTION
Come explore the exciting world of dissection. With scalpels and scissors, we will investigate the missing pieces of the mystery. Be prepared to reveal a vital clue!

ORDER IN THE COURT
Step into the courtroom with our livestock ethics committee as we discuss good production practices and debate a simple livestock case. Members will participate as a jury, the courtroom audience and plaintiffs or defendants. Participants will debate against anti-agriculture organizations by offering their personal “testimonies,” objecting to false livestock advertisements and ultimately working to influence the verdict of the judge.

CRACKING THE CHROMOSOMES
Join us as we investigate the world of genetics and the mysteries of electrophoresis. In this session, you will solve the secrets with your sweet tooth as we study genetics and dig deeper into DNA.

DEFENDING THE HERD
Keep your eyes open, the Stockyard Stalkers are on the loose! In this workshop you will examine footage to learn about motives of anti-agriculture activists and how to defend your position if you are ever “under attack.”

Farm Forensics
Solve the Livestock Mystery

Uncover the answers in this year’s Youth Livestock Conference Farm Forensics: A Livestock Mystery.
This program provides leadership and team building activities as well as exciting hands-on opportunities built around the science and disciplines of livestock production and exhibition. This conference is hosted by the State 4-H Livestock Ambassador Team.

Supported by Illinois 4-H Foundation & Farm Credit